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Alfred's Fundamental Adult All-in-One Course Book 2. Titles: Alexander's Ragtime Band *
Arkansas Traveler * Ballin' the Jack * The Battle Hymn of the Republic * Black Forest Polka *
Black is the Color of My True Love's Hair * Bourlesq * Brahms Lullaby * Wedding Chorus from
"Lohengrin" * Calypso Carnival * Canon in D (Pachelbel) * Chorale * Circus March * Danny Boy
* Dark Eye * Deep River * Divertimento in D * Down in the Valley * Etude (Chopin) * Farewell to
Thee (Aloha Oe) * Fascination * Festive Dance * For He's a Jolly Good Fellow * Frankie and
Johnnie * Guantanamera * Hava Nagila * He's Got depends upon in His Hands * The HokeyPokey * The House of the Rising Sunlight * Hungarian Rhapsody No. 1 * The Riddle * Rock-a My
Soul * Sakura * Scherzo * Solace * Space Shuttle Blues * The Str. 2 * Launch and Dance * La
Bamba * La Donna E Mobile phone * La Raspa * Light and Blue * Loch Lomond * Lonesome
Street * Love's Greeting * The Magic Piper * The Marriage of Figaro * Mexican Hat Dance *
Morning Has Broken * Musetta's Waltz * Night Song * Nobody Knows the difficulty I've Seen *
Olympic Procession * Overture from "Raymond" * Plaisir D'Amour * Polyvetsian Dances * Pomp
and Circumstance No. At the completion of the course, the student could have learned to play
probably the most well-known music ever created and can have gained a good
understanding of basic musical principles and styles. Alfred's Simple Adult All-in-One Program is
made for make use of with an instructor for the start student searching for a truly
comprehensive piano course. This comprehensive course features written assignments that
reinforce each lesson's ideas, a smooth, logical progression between each lesson, a thorough
description of chord theory and playing styles, and outstanding extra songs, including folk,
classical, and contemporary selections. It is a greatly expanded version of Alfred's Basic Adult
Piano Training course that will include lesson, theory, technic and additional repertoire in a
easy, "all-in-one" format...
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The very best Adult Piano Instruction book As an Adult relearning the piano after 30+ years, I
purchased 4 different Piano instruction books from Amazon to get me personally going. This
was by far the very best. The reserve is normally spiral bound, so that it lays smooth on the
piano music sheet holder which is really important. The book introduces a bit of music theory
and understanding on almost every other page or so - which helps a whole lot in
understanding the other areas of the music besides learning notes. Use it with Youtube. It got
me about 1 1/2 months to sort out the reserve and I price it as exceptional instruction for
anyone wanting to learn or re-learn the piano. Great Self Teaching Book A little background
before I get into the real review: My 14 y/o trumpet player daughter has been attempting to
learn the piano for a long time. So I began with Alfred's All-In-One Course Book 1, after that 2,
teaching myself how exactly to play (also bought Book 3 but have just peruse through it but
haven't started it however).P. we had been placing it off convinced that trying to coordinate
both of your hands at once and read music would be too frustrating for her. Her trumpet
teacher disagreed and recommended she focus on the Suzuki technique as she has and
intensely good ear and quite a bit of natural musical skill. From my knowledge of Suzuki, there is
quite a bit of parent involvement needed. You can buy the CD on Amazon, but reviews are
not great. I really must have listened when my mother said I'd regret giving it up) and definitely
none with the piano. Just search for Alfred's Basic Adult Piano and you'll have your pick. While I
don't disagree that tracks like "Tisket, A Tasket", "Lightly Row", and "Aunt Rhody" are juvenile,
(they are the tunes all young musicians start with. No CD, but Youtube is better than the CD in
any case. The tracks are fun too, not made up silly tunes. I progressed very quickly, enjoyed
learning, and by now have composed two melodies of my own and am learning Debussy's
Arabesque. The program is excellent and logically builds on itself as you proceed. In what
seemed like no time, I noticed scales, then Ode To Joy coming out of the front side room and
later Love Me Tender. You move along fairly quickly, playing simple melodies with each hand
separately to using both hands. Once harmonic intervals are launched (pg. I cannot thank the
authors of the book enough! It's pretty interesting to go from not knowing where middle C is
located to playing Jingle Bells with a little bit of harmony in 2 times! Good book.I really do
anticipate adding scales and such to my practice periods, as these are truly things that will
help you progress and give you a far more fundamental understanding of how music is come
up with. Playing scales and arpeggios are just as important to a musician as stretching is to a
runner. They could not really be the most fun, but they are crucial, which my girl hates to listen
to. Now at age 62 I made a decision to try my hands at it as a hobby.Having only had the
book a couple of days, I love it already. I performed musical instruments while developing up
but hardly ever that seriously (no marching band, etc.Also be aware that this book does not
include the c. By the time you end this book you have to be able to play tunes like "Over the
Rainbow" and "Singin' in the torrential rain". This got great testimonials for multiple audiences so
I ordered it and wear it the piano.) they are the type of song that build that basis for the
great what to come.d.. I purchased this book to help rectify that, realizing that I'll be seated in
on her every week lessons and absorbing a whole lot of information there.Overall, I really am
enjoying learning with this book. Kindly individuals who play well possess put all these parts on
Youtube, labelled, to be able, corresponding to the publication, played on a real piano, with
no other instruments in the background. I'm looking forward to finishing this book, which I hope
will come eventually, and starting on another one. I cannot wait to continue to grow with this
publication. No CD Good book. The reserve assumes you are coming to the piano without prior
musical experience and begins from the beginning. Personally i think like I am able to grasp the

ideas that are introduced and will be able to help my child along once her lessons begin in a
week or two. I wrote the keys and fingers used to play the key (1, 2, 3, 4, 5 convention starting
with your thumb) on the notes to simplify and finally discovered to play the whole song. This is
a problem for me given I've limited experience playing an instrument (flute. Apparently the CD
isn't a genuine piano and has synthesized other instruments accompanying and its confusing.
Get the book. There is a wide range of music to learn (classical, popular, blues, etc) at only
the right level at the right period, getting progressively more challenging as you work through
the publication. This lesson publication is easy to check out and understand and the
progression for me personally is high quality. With each lesson on theory you are given
exercises and practice tunes that reinforce the lesson. I in fact wish I got this when I played as
a kid. Would have progressed much faster. I strongly suggest as someone with just a little
experience returning to the piano. You can teach an old dog a fresh trick (play the piano well
enough for self entertainment) We bought a piano (Yamaha C2) when our youngest daughter
Lia expressed interest in playing the piano in 2009 2009. I turned 50 that season and chose
that I wanted to understand to play along with I always had a pastime. The Good Lord
understands I've sat through many a squeaky beginning band performance of these!) so I knew
how to examine music but never a keyboard based instrument that required two pieces of
staffs (melody and chord) to be examine simultaneously (occasionally the still left and the
proper hands go in opposing directions and mostly at different beats!" Fantastic teaching tool.
Because she's C. Once I discovered the basics though, I figured that "Life's too short" and that
Alfred's trained me more than enough fundamentals that I will just begin playing music I enjoy
for self entertainment. In this video, I play short snippets here and there from Andrew Lloyd
Weber's "The Music of The Night" from Phantom of the Opera. I thought it was impossible at first
(so many sharps/flats) nevertheless, you soon realize that you just play on the dark keys rather
than on the white types. See for instance those by Chanel Harris. Like most compositions, there
are several pages of music but just a fraction of it is unique and the rest are variations on the
same theme. I play the only the unique snippets here and there to try to fit the video within the
suitable limit for Amazon Video Review. Anyway, I am hoping you also tell yourself that "I could
perform it" and after learning the basics, just start playing like I did as it is fairly rewarding
(much better than singing because the piano will the large lifting).. Yes, "you can teach an old
dog a new trick. I'm feeling rather pleased with my accomplishment. Acquired no idea what
page they were on. Wouldn't normally buy again Not mine I actually don't recall purchasing
this item. Excellent I used this book to understand to play piano without assistance, or any kind
of previous musical experience; When reading from the staff is introduced, the be aware names
are printed best in the note so your eye are journeying along the staff rather than looking
elsewhere.26) and you begin taking part in the melody with one hands and harmonics with the
other, you truly feel like you're making music! good easy starter book for adults Thank you Love
it have to commit to practicing Ideal for adult beginners I am in my 40's and want to learn
piano. Lays toned well on piano ledge. It introduces the musical alphabet and shows where
each take note falls on the key pad. That is clear and instructive. I'm playing the piano What a
good lesson/learning reserve. Hope you enjoy! Not really a issue as there are plenty of nice
people that have uploaded video clips to youtube of all songs. Reason it is the best seller
Inherited a piano and considered teaching myself but likewise have a 13 year older daughter
who is musical and expressed appeal to in learning. I haven't touched a keyboard in 50 years.
As a teenager I took maybe six months of organ lessons rather than touched the keyboard
once again.Some have said that the track selection leaves a bit to end up being desired. I

cannot devote an hour each day, but In less than 1 1/2 weeks I'm at Web page 70 and am
using both hands, view reading with some minor key press errors. Great course for adults I'm in
my 40s and wished to start playing again after about 25 years away from the piano." Cd
music I actually was thinking the cd would coincide with the book. Full disclosure; There are
also loads of basic piano music online free of charge and there's generally the option of
purchasing books of beginner music if you find that you're board by the choices provided.
After tinkling around on her behalf own for a few weeks she opened up the book and started
following. There are also written exercises to essentially help make those connections solid. I
QUICKLY hear her say, "I really like this book.).
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